FUNCTIONS OF SEVERAL SELF-ADJOINT OPERATORS
MICHAEL E. TAYLOR

Hermann Weyl, in [6], defined a functional calculus to deal with
the unbounded selfadjoint operators of differentiation and multiplication by a position coordinate. In this paper we examine this calculus
in the case of bounded operators.1 We let x be a vector (xi, • • • , xn)

in Rn, dx = dxi ■ ■ ■dxn, <X, x)=XiXi+ • ■ • +X„x„. We let A he an
M-tuple of bounded selfadjoint operators iA\, • • • , A„) and (X, A)
= Xi^4i+ • • • +\nA„. Define exp(i(X, A)) by the usual power series,
which converges in norm since (X, A) is bounded. If /(X) is the Fourier
transform of /, /(X) = (2x)_n/2//(x)exp(i(X,
x))dx, and if both / and /

are in D, we define/(^)

= (2x)-"'2//(X)exp(-z(X,

A))d\. This is the

Bochner integral, whose convergence
in norm is guaranteed
since
e-i(\,A) js a continuous function of X and is of norm 1.
The questions which shall concern us are: in what way is f(A) continuous as a function of A or as a function of/?, what are some classes
of functions for which fiA) is easy to calculate?, to what extent are
other functional calculi special cases of this one?, and in what ways
can we extend this calculus?
We should point out that the chief interest of this calculus is that
the operators involved do not have to commute, which is not true
of the calculi based on the Cauchy integral formula or on the spectral
theorem. However it is easy to verify that in the case where the At
commute, fiA) is the same as the operator defined by the spectral
theorem. For example, in the one variable case we have

fiA) = (2X)-1'2f fi\) exp(-*<X,A))dX= (2x)-»'2 f j(X)d\ f «r*»AE»

= (2x)-"2
f dEef fi\)e-™d\
= f fi$)dEe
where

the interchange

in order

of integration

is permitted

because

for each x and y in the Hilbert space H on which the At operate, the
integral f\f(\) \ d\f\ (dEex, y) | is finite, where (,) is the inner product
in H. The verification in the case of several commutative operators is
the same.
Received by the editors September 19, 1966.
1 The author would like to thank Professor Edward Nelson for suggesting the topic,
and for valuable suggestions relating to the topic.
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As for the continuity
of /(A) as a function of A, we have the following. We say that a sequence Am of re-tuples converges if each component converges.

Proposition
in norm.

1. Let / be fixed. 1/ Am-^A in norm, then /(Am)^>/(A)

Proof.
If Am-^A in norm then for each X, exp( —i(\, Am))
—>exp( —i(k, A)) in norm. The proposition
follows by Lebesgue's
dominated convergence theorem.
The same reasoning

Proposition
strongly.

gives the following.

la. Let / be fixed. 1/ Am-^A strongly, then /(Am)—>/(A)

We now want

to examine

the map rj: 7—>7,(7f, H) given

by rj(f)

=/(A), where A is fixed, 7"= {/GL1: JEL1}, 7(77, 77) is the space
of bounded linear operators on 77, with the norm topology.
7" into a normed linear space with norm ||/|| =/|/(x)
| dx.

Proposition

We make

2. 77is continuous.

Proof. Clearly \\v(f)\\ ^ (2ir)-"i2f\/(x) | dx.
It is easy to see that the induced map S—>L(H, 77) is continuous,
where S is the Schwartz space of rapidly decreasing functions, and
since the injection Cq —>Sis continuous, it follows that the composition £: Co—>L(H, H) is continuous.
Hence for each x and y in H, the
map/—>(f(A)x,
y) is a distribution.
The substance of our first theorem
will be that for fixed A each such distribution
has support in a ball
about the origin that does not depend on the elements x and y. We
shall state this in the language of spectral theory.
A point p in Rn is said to be in the resolvent set of A if there is a
neighborhood
U of p such that for any /ECq
with support in U,
/(A) =0. Otherwise, p is said to be in the spectrum of A. The spectrum of A is denoted <r(^4). We immediately see that the resolvent set
of A is open in Rn, and hence <r(^4) is closed. Before we state the theorem we shall need a lemma.

Lemma.

7/ Ai and

A2 are

bounded

sel/adjoint

operators,

then

\\exp(Ai+iAi)\\^\\exp(Ai)\\.
Proof.

Let o>||^4i||

= lim„^„(exp(73(,/«)
the Trotter
product

and

let Bb = Ai —bI. Then

exp(Bb+iA2)

exp(iA2/n))"
in norm. This is a special case of
formula, and its proof is similar to that of the

Theorem 5.3 on page 31 of [3].2 Hence
2 See also [3a].
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\\exr>iBb + iA2)\\ g lim ||exp(B6/»)||*||exp(«^^n)||-

= \\eB»\\

n—*»

since expiiA2/n)

||expUi

is unitary

and es»,n is selfadjoint.

Thus

+ iA2)\\ = e»||exp(5» + iA2)\\ = e6|H|

= ||e*i||.

Theorem
1. The spectrum of an n-tuple of bounded selfadjoint
erators is compact.

op-

Proof. Consider the entire function WA.x.yiz) = (exp( —i(z, A))x, y).
Notethat|W^,,,v(2)|^||exp(
—i(z,i4))||||x|||]y||^||x||||y||exp(5|lmz|),

where 5= (SII^»j|2)1/2> DY the above lemma. By the Paley-Wiener
theorem for distributions,
Wa,x,v is the inverse Fourier transform
T
of a distribution
T with support in the ball Bs= {x£2?n: |x| ^S},
if we identify entire functions with tempered distributions
in the usual

manner. Hence T(f) = T(/) = W^.,,»(/)=//(X)(exp(-t<X,

A))x, y)d\

= (2x)n/2(£if)x, y). Since x and y are arbitrary,
we see that the
spectrum of A is contained in BsThe map £: Co™—>2,(22,
H) has the property that/ = g on a neighborhood of oiA) implies £(f) =£(#)• Hence £ can be extended to

f: C°^>LiH, H), by letting f(f)=£(/z) where AGC0" is any function
such that f=h on a neighborhood of o(A).
We thus have two functional calculi, whose domains overlap on
CDF.
We would like to prove that the two definitions of f(A) agree
there.

Proposition

Proof.

3. C0°°is dense in F.

We first show that S is dense in F. Let fEF.

Since S is dense in Ll, there is a sequence
f\f—gn\dx-^0

as m—>c°. Let

hn = gn, the

of functions
inverse

Then ?EF.

gnE§> such that

Fourier

transform

of g„. Then hnE& and we have ||/— hn\\=J\J— h„\dx = f\f—gn\ cix—>0
as m—>oo. Thus S is dense in 2s".It is known that Co" is dense in S,
and since the topology of S is stronger than its relative topology as a
subspace of F, it follows that C" is dense in F.
Recall that v and hence £ are continuous on Cg as a normed linear
space with the norm of F. Since C0°°is dense in CDF,
there is a unique
extension of £ to CDF.
As we saw, our first definition of fiA) gives
such an extension. It suffices to show that so does f.

Proposition

4. f | iCDF)

is continuous,

where CDF

is normed

with the norm of F.
Proof. Let fECDF.
to 1 in a neighborhood

f (f) =£(f</>)where <pis a function in C0"equal
of cr(^4). If we let || ||i be the L1 norm, we have
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||f(/)lhll?(/0)N(2^)-"/2||(/0)1|i=(2TH|;*^||1^(27rH|^||1||/||1.
Thus f | (C"T\F) has (2x)-"||c>[|i as a bound.
|We are now in a position to calculate/(^4)
for certain important
classes of functions /. We first consider the case where / is a polynomial.

Lemma. Any derivative 0/ exp( —i(\, A)) is bounded as a/unction

0/

X,for real X.
Proof. Note that exp( —i(k, A)) is an entire function
we can apply the Cauchy integral formula to get
dkl+ •••+*«

(ki\) ■ ■ ■ (ft„!)

6>Xi'• • • <9X*» ^

•I

f»»

||exp(-*Mi - • • • - tnAn)\\I #i| • • • I df.| .

Now if £i = Xj+iyj
exp(-i(i-,

of X. Hence

we have

A)) = exp( —i(xiAi+

■ ■ ■ +xnA„)

+ yxAi+

Since \yj\ £1, we see that ||exp(-»(f,
A))\\ ^exp(\\Ai\\
on the domain of integration.
Hence

• • ■ +ynAn).
+ • • • +\\An\\)

Qkl+ ■■-+k„

—-—
d\il

■ ■ ■ dXn"

exp(-*(X, A)) ^ (ft,!) • • • (ft„!)exp(ZM,||).

In the following proposition
p(id/d\i,
■ ■ ■ , id/d\n),
where

Theorem

2. p(A)=

we write p(id/d\)
as a shorthand
p(xi, ■ ■ • , x„) is a polynomial.

[p(id/d\)

exp(-i(\,

for

A))]x~o-

Proof. Let 4>ECq satisfy Of£0sSl, 0 = 1 in a neighborhood of Bi,
and

let <pa(x)=d>(a~1x)

for a^l.

Note

that

c60(X)=an<p(a\).

Since

$E$, we can pick W so that \$(\)\ <W|X|-"-1
for all X. Then
\$a(\)\ =a"|c6(aX)| <a"I^|aX|-"-1
= a-1IF|X|-"-1^IF|X|-"-1,
which
is integrable on Rn —BT for any r>0, and which does not depend
For all a so large that a(A)EBa
we have

p(A) = (2t)-"'2 J [p(x)<baY(\)exp(-*(X, A))d\
= (2ir)-"i2 f [p(-id/d\)$a(\)]
= (27r)-"'2 f $a(\)[p(id/d\)

exp(-i(\,
exp(-i(X,
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where integration by parts is justified since p(id/dX)exp( —i(X, A)) is
bounded. Since for all a^ 1 we have a common bound for c/><,(X)
which
is integrable
on R" —Br we can pick N so large that

p(A) - (2ir)~nl2§ $a(\)4>N(X)[p(id/dX) exp(-i(\,
for all a iii,

where e is arbitrary.

A))]d\

< t

Now

(2t)--'»J<S0(X)<frv(X)[^M)exp(-i(\, A))]dX
= (27r)-" I d>N(X)[p(id/dX)exp( —i(\, A))]dX j d>a(x)exp(i(X, x))dx
= (2tt)-"

j d>a(x)dx | d>N(X)[p(id/dX) exp( —i(\, A))]exp(i(\,

x))dX

= (2ir)~"<2f <t>a(x)h(x)dx,
where h(\)=d>N(X)[p(id/dX) exp(-i(X,
a so large that

this last integral

A))]. Note that ttEL1. Pick

is within

e of (2w)~nl2/h(x)dx

= h(0).

Then p(A) is within 2e of [p(id/dX) exp( —i(X, A))]\=o. Since e is
arbitrary,
the
To calculate
exp( —i(X, .4)).
corresponding

theorem follows.
p(A) more explicitly we look at the power series for
Hence we see that to evaluate p(A), symmetrize the
polynomial
in Ai, ■ ■ ■ , An. For instance,
XjXk(A)

= \(AjAk+AkAf).
Note that the proof of Theorem 2 did not make use of the spectral
theorem. Since it is easy to prove that the correspondence
A—*f(A)
is of positive type in the one variable and commutative
cases, we can
deduce the spectral theorem from Theorem 2. The proof given has the
further advantage of being valid when the arguments belong to certain larger classes of Banach algebras, for which the spectral theorem

does not hold.
Let us take a quick look at the two variable

case. Write

2 = xi+ix2

and C = Ai+iA2. Then z(A) = C. Also z2(A) = (x\ + 2ixix2-x2)(A)
= A\+iAiA2+iA2Ai-A\=C2.
More generally, zk(A) = Ck. If /(z)
is holomorphic
in a neighborhood
of a closed disc D containing a(A)
in its interior, let /(z)=a0+ai(z
—Zo)+a2(z —Zo)2+ ■ ■ ■ where z0 is
the center of D. Then /„(z)= ^0a,-(z-Zo)'-^/(2)
uniformly
in a
neighborhood
of D, as does each of its (partial) derivatives.
Hence
a07+ai(C —2o7)+a2(C —z07)2+ • • • converges
in norm to /(A)
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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= (2xi)-1/aD/(f)(f2-C)-1rff,

which

is the usual formula for/(C).3
We move now to another rule of calculation. Let Cx=Tx+x0
he
an affine transformation
of Rn, where T is a nonsingular linear transformation.
Cx= i^zZjhjXj+Xo.i, • • ■ , zZi^njXj+Xo.n), where (/,-,•) is
the matrix of T, x=(xi,
• ■ ■ , x„), and Xo=(xo,i, • • • , x0,»). Let

CiA) = izZikjAj+Xo.iI, ■• ■, zZjinjAj+Xo.nl).
Proposition
Proof.

5. Letf EC and let g(x) =/(Cx). Then giA) =fiCiA)).

If suffices to consider the case when fECg.

giA) = (2x)-"'2 j

gi\) exp(-*(A,

We have

A))d\

= (2x)~" I I g(x) exp(i(X, x)) exp( —i(\, A))dxd\
= (2x)-n I I fiTx + xo)exp(»(X,x)) exp(-i(\,

= (2^~njf

A))dxd\

f(y) exP(*<*>
^(y - *o)»exp(-*<x,M»
• I (det T)~l | dyd\

= (2*)-"ff /OOexp(»<7^*A,
y - *„»exp(-i<X,M»
■| (det T)-11 dyrfX

= (2x)-»J J /(y) exp(i<7,
y - *0»expi~i(T*y,A))
■| (det T)-1 (det T*) | dydy

= f>)—JJ f(y)exp(i<7,
y» exp(-i<7,C(A))dydy,
since multiples of 2 commute with all operators. Regard the above as
an iterated integral, first with respect to the x variables and then with
respect to the X variables. Each such integral is absolutely convergent,
and so the changes of variables made are justified. The last integral is

equal to i2ir)—iifJiy)er*<y-cw>dy=fiCiA)).
We can apply this proposition
only one variable.

Proposition

to calculate/(.4)

where/depends

6. Let fix) = &(xi)GCM. Then fiA) =biAi).

•See [4, p. 422].
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Proof. Let/m(x) =/(xi, x2/m, ■ ■ ■ , xn/m).Then/m(x)
=/(x) =b(xi).
By the previous
proposition,
/m(A)=/(Ai,
A2/m, ■ ■ ■ , An/m).
However,
previous
results
show
that
/m(A)=/(A)
and
that
/(Ai, A2/m, • • ■ , An/m)—>/(Ai, 0, • • • , 0) in norm as m—>ao. Hence

/(A)=/(Ai,

0, • • • , 0) = b(Ai).

We end this paper with a few results of a different

Proposition
Proof.

7. The adjoint o//(A) is /(A).

Straightforward.

Proposition
8. 7//(0)=0
range, then so does /(A).

Proof.

nature.

and the A, all have finite dimensional

Let V be a subspace

of 77 such that the range of each Ai is

in V. For xE V\ (Aty, x) =0 for all yEH. Hence (y, Atx) =0 for all
yEH,

so A& = 0. Hence,

looking

exp( —i(X, ^4))x = x for xEVL.

at the power series, we see that

Now

~/(A)x= (2:r)-"/2 f T(X) exp(-i(X, A))xd\
= x (27r)-"'2f J~(X)exp(-i(X, 0))dX= /(0)x for x E V*-.
If /(0)=0, then xEVL implies /(^)x = 0, so (J(A)x, y)=0 for all
yEH, and so (x, /(^4)y) =0 for all yEH, i.e. the range of /(A) is in

V^=V.
Since an operator is compact if and only if it is the limit in norm
of a sequence of operators with finite dimensional range, using the
fact that/04)
is a continuous function of A, we have the following.

Corollary.

7//(0) =0 and all the At are compact, then so is /(A).

As a final application,
let A be a single selfadjoint
operator. The
correspondence
A—>/(A) is a map g: S—*L(H, 77) from the real
Banach space of bounded selfadjoint
operators to the Banach space
of all bounded operators on 77. We assume/EC°°,
as a function of a
real variable, and ask what is the derivative g* of the map g.4

Proposition
Proof.

9. g*(A)A0 = h(A, A0) where h(x, y)=y/'(x).

A straightforward

theng*(^)^o

calculation

= -4o^n_1+^4^o^''_2+

u(x, y) = nyxn~1. Hence if/(A) =e_a\
4 We refer here to the derivative

will show that if /(A)=A",

• • • +An~1Ao = u(A, A0) where

g*(v4)40= —iXv\(A, A0) where

denned in Dieudonn^'s

analysis, p. 143.
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v\ix, y)=yeiX*.6 Let fiA) = (2x)-1/2//(X)e-a^X.
= i2ir)~ll2f}(X)i —iX)v\iA, A0)d\ (see also the

Then g*iA)A0
second footnote)
Ao) where Wix, y) =y(2x)-1'2/-iX/(X)e-iXlcfX,
since the

= -WiA,
corresponding
Riemann sums of these two expressions in A and Ao
are equal and the Riemann sums for the last integral, functions of x
and y, converge locally uniformly,
together
with all the partial
derivatives.
But Wix, y)=hix,
y).
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